
 

 
 

 
Dragon Skin set 

Dragon Skin:0.8kg Hardener:200g 

Thinner:450g 

  

Operation Manual 
Thank you for choosing ShowUp. 

Dragon Skin is a custom coating and we recommend that you learn coating this color before the actual coating. 

 

1. Take the surface preparation as usual. Take a choice the number within of 500~800 of sandpapers for finishing the surface 

preparation. 

2. First, clean up the surface with a degreasing agent. Second, apply Dragon Skin lightly and take an interval for 3 – 5minutes 

and apply it again. The second coating has to be thicker than 1st one. Please be careful to paint not to come out uneven 

colors. And you can see dragon patterns. 

3. In case if you have a forced drying equipment, please put the temperature at 60 for thirty minutes to dry the surface. Then 

the surface has to dry out for more than 12 hours under normal temperature. You leave the surface for a couple of days and 

it has to dry out completely if you don’t have a forced drying equipment. Then apply Top Coat Clear when the surface 

completely dries out. However any troubles come out if it doesn’t dry out completely so the important point is what the 

surface has to dry out completely before applying Top Coat Clear. 

4. Polishing the surface as always after Top Coat Clear drying out and all is done. 
 

Dragon Skin Hardener Thinner 
100g 25g 10~20% of Dragon Skin 

 

Cautions 

When you handle this product, make sure to use rubber gloves and glasses to protect your skin and eyes. 

In case it gets into your eyes, wash them with running water thoroughly and see a doctor. 

In case it comes into contact with your skin, please wash it thoroughly until the slimy feeling is gone. 

If you feel pain and something amiss, ask a doctor for instruction. 

After use, make sure to close the lid firmly and leave it where it dark and cold, away from the direct sun. 

Please keep it away from young children. 
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